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Introduction

Lanthanide-based materials are currently employed in a
large variety of applications that range from energy[1] to
medicine[2] and catalysis.[3] They play a crucial role in mag-
netism,[4] thanks to their large number of unpaired electrons
and the strong unquenched orbital contribution that charac-
terises 4f electrons. Their employment in molecular magnet-
ism has been constantly on the increase since the discovery
of magnetic bistability of molecular origin in a restricted
class of polynuclear paramagnetic complexes known as
single-molecule magnets (SMMs)[5] and even more rapidly
since the observation of the same phenomenon in systems
that comprise a single lanthanide ion embedded in two
phthalocyaninate rings,[6] TbPc2. These SMMs have been in-
vestigated at the single-molecule level by depositing them

on metallic and magnetic surfaces,[7] attaching them on
carbon nanotubes,[8] or inserting a single molecule in nano-
gaps,[9] A significant increase in the blocking temperature
has instead been achieved by bridging lanthanide ions with
N2

3! radicals.[10] The key point to obtain SMM behaviour is
the existence of an energy barrier between two orientations
of the magnetisation. This can be originated by easy-axis
magnetic anisotropy of the system (i.e., Ising anisotropy). In
lanthanide-based materials this can be achieved by a ration-
al design of the complex to control the spatial distribution
of the ligand negative charges.[11] However, small deviations
from uniaxial symmetry are sufficient to induce quantum
tunnelling of the magnetisation, which is particularly effi-
cient in lanthanide-based SMMs that comprise a single ion.
Different approaches such as employing phthalocyaninate,[6]

polyoxometalates,[12] or organometallic sandwich ligands[13]

have been developed to obtain axial SMMs, although recent
investigations have suggested that relying on idealised sym-
metry can be misleading, because minor structural features
can strongly affect the magnetic anisotropy.[14]

To establish sound magnetostructural correlations, de-
tailed information on the magnetic anisotropy is required.[15]

These can be obtained, for instance, by investigating the an-
gular dependence of the magnetisation. However, this ap-
proach allows one to measure the sum of all molecular con-
tributions and consequently it can be used to determine the
anisotropy axis of the SMM only when molecules in the
crystal present a unique orientation of the anisotropy
tensor, that is, when related by either translations or inver-
sion centres. Triclinic crystals satisfy this condition but they
represent less than one-third of the reported lanthanide
complexes. Therefore, until now angular-resolved magneto-
metry presented limits to the direct definition of the mag-
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netic anisotropy for most lanthanide-based SMMs. We pro-
pose here a way to extend single-crystal magnetic investiga-
tions to a wider class of molecules beyond those that crystal-
lise in the triclinic system. Although angular-resolved inves-
tigations of the hysteretic behaviour of SMMs have been
performed in the past, for instance, to provide evidence for
the low symmetry of individual Mn12ac clusters due to disor-
der in the tetragonal crystal structure,[16] a simpler method
that directly combines angular dependence of the magneti-
sation and dynamics data is proposed here to easily access
the magnetic anisotropy of SMMs that crystallise with non-
collinear orientation. In this category of molecules falls the
widely investigated TbPc2·CH2Cl2, as well as the recently re-
ported organometallic SMM Cp*ErCOT,[13a] in which Cp* is
the pentamethylcyclopentadiene anion and COT is the cy-
clooctatetraene dianion.

Cp*ErCOT is of great appeal for fundamental studies on
hybrid nanostructures that are of interest for molecular spin-
tronics because it is soluble in most organic solvents and can
be evaporated. In the Cp*ErCOT complex, the coordination
of a cyclic polyolefin anion with delocalised p electrons was
chosen with the purpose of generating a higher local axial
symmetry.[13a] As the two rings are tilted by 88, it is not pos-
sible to geometrically define a molecular axis. We therefore
decided to investigate its magnetic anisotropy despite the
complex crystallising in the orthorhombic space group
Pnma with two families of almost perpendicular molecules
related by a binary axis parallel to b. The use of angular-re-
solved magnetometry in the out-of-equilibrium magnetised
state allowed us to separate the contributions that come
from the two families of molecules and to compare the de-
tected anisotropy with predictions based on quantum chemi-
cal calculations.

Results and Discussion

Single crystals of large dimensions (more than 1 mm length)
were grown from a cooled toluene solution (see the Sup-
porting Information). We adapted the previously described
procedure[15,17] to perform the measurement of the angular
dependence of the susceptibility. As Cp*ErCOT is only
stable under an inert atmosphere, the entire sample prepara-
tion was carried out in a glovebox, whereas the face index-
ing and the installation on the rotating system were per-
formed under nitrogen gas flux. In this kind of experiment,
usually three orthogonal rotations are performed, but here
only two are relevant due to ac plane symmetry. The strong
air sensitivity of the compound did not allow us to take the
time to perfectly align the crystal to perform rotations along
the crystallographic axes. We therefore proceeded by em-
bedding the crystal on eicosane on the face of a millimetric
Teflon cube, the faces of which were then accurately in-
dexed with crystal hkl vectors by using the X-ray diffraction
peaks of the single crystal.[15, 17a] From here on, the two rota-
tions are labelled as Rot1, which was performed along a
vector w1 nearly perpendicular to b, and Rot2, which was

performed by rotating along a vector w2 almost collinear to
b (see the Supporting Information for an exact definition of
w1 and w2). By rotating the crystal in the magnetic field, we
measured the sum of two different contributions that come
from the two families of symmetry-related but magnetically
non-equivalent molecules.

The angular dependence of the magnetic susceptibility at
T=10 K is reported in Figure 1 a for the two rotations. Rot1

provides evidence that the system possesses a large magnetic
anisotropy. By projecting the anisotropy of the magnetic sus-
ceptibility on the crystal structure (Figure 1 b), we notice
that the minimum of the susceptibility is observed when the
magnetic field is applied in the equatorial plane (i.e., the
plane of the cyclic ligands) of both families of symmetry-re-
lated molecules. On the other hand, the maximum corre-
sponds to the case in which the magnetic field is approxi-
mately along the pseudosymmetry axis of only one family
and perpendicular to the other. We can therefore deduce
that at least one direction in the equatorial plane of the
sandwich structure is a hard axis of magnetisation. Rot2
shows a completely different behaviour; the susceptibility is
much less anisotropic. In this rotation the field roughly
scans the ac plane, which corresponds to the symmetry
plane of both families of molecules (Figure 1 c). Two princi-

Figure 1. a) Angular dependence of the magnetic susceptibility at 10 K
and 1 kOe static field for the rotation along b (black dots) and perpendic-
ular to b (white dots). b) Polar plot of the measured magnetic susceptibil-
ity superimposed over the crystal packing for Rot1. c) Polar plot of the
measured magnetic susceptibility superimposed over the crystal packing
for Rot2. Er atoms are represented in dark grey, C in light grey, H are
omitted for clarity as well as Me groups on the Cp* ring.
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pal directions of each molecular anisotropy tensor were
therefore probed in the rotation, but with the tensors of the
two families related by a glide plane orthogonal to c.

The lack of strong anisotropy in Rot2 can correspond to
two limiting cases: the first one is that the system has almost
easy-plane anisotropy in the ac plane, whereas the sum of
two almost perpendicular easy-axis contributions corre-
sponds to the second. In this case the susceptibility follows a
cos2 q dependence, with q being the angle formed by the
field with the molecular easy axis (Figure S1 in the Support-
ing Information), and becomes isotropic if two contributions
are tilted by 908. Even if the latter hypothesis is the most
consistent with the quasi-axial symmetry of the complex and
its magnetic bistability, any intermediate situations between
the limiting cases described above could provide the same
observed behaviour. To obtain information independently
from any a priori assumption, measurements at low temper-
ature were carried out. Whereas the angular dependence of
the magnetisation does not exhibit any particular feature by
cooling the temperature in Rot1 (Figure S2 in the Support-
ing Information), Rot2 reveals the appearance of a third
maximum below 5 K (Figure 2). As already shown by Gao

and co-workers[13a, 18] the opening of the magnetisation hyste-
resis loops occurs in Cp*ErCOT below 5 K. If we look for a
correlation between the opening of hysteresis loops and the
appearance of the third maximum in Rot2, the hysteresis
curves were measured at 5, 4 and 2 K. We chose the angular
position that corresponds to the maxima of susceptibility to
record as much signal as possible. Opening of the hysteresis
below 5 K was observed for the three investigated angular
positions (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information) but only
data for q=8.5, 33 and 37.58 (respectively for T=5, 3 and
2 K) are reported in Figure 3. The cycles showed a butterfly
shape, which is typical of efficient zero-field quantum tun-
nelling. The appearance of the third maximum in the angu-
lar dependence of the susceptibility seems therefore to cor-
relate with the opening of the hysteresis cycle. However, in

our experiments the intensity of the magnetic field, H =
1 kOe, was kept constant during the rotation and only its
projection along the molecular axes varied. The observation
of a hysteresis-related behaviour is therefore only compati-
ble with an intrinsic, or molecular, magnetic anisotropy in
the probed crystallographic plane. Below 5 K, due to the
slow relaxation, the magnetisation of each molecule cannot
reach the equilibrium value after each change of the orien-
tation of the magnetic field and its contribution to the sus-
ceptibility of the crystal deviates from the cos2 q behaviour.
The averaging of the contributions of the two families of
symmetry-related molecules, which characterises the smooth
behaviour at T= 10 K, is therefore lost in the hysteretic
regime.

To confirm this hypothesis, Rot2 was repeated on a new
crystal using two different timescales (this time the rotation
axis deviated from the b axis by only 28). First, the shortest
delay allowed by our experimental setup ("50 s) was ap-
plied between two successive angular positions. In the
second case a delay equal to 2300 s was introduced between
each step of the rotation and the data acquisition to let the
system relax to equilibrium. The results obtained at T= 4 K
(Figure 4 a) fully support our conjecture. The measurements
performed with the long delay (Figure 4 a, empty circles) do
not show the three-peak profile that characterises the
system out of equilibrium (black dots) but present a behav-
iour similar to the one obtained above 5 K, when hysteresis
effects are not present. Data collected with a long delay
were therefore simulated by summing up (pink line in Fig-
ure 4 a) the two square cosine functions (dashed green and
cyan lines) of two easy-axis magnetic centres with an ampli-
tude of 5.160(4) emu mol!1, separated by an angle of
94.60(6)8. The same two contributions were then used to
simulate the out-of-equilibrium data obtained with the
shortest delay assuming an exponential decay. The behav-
iour of the magnetisation M(q) at time, t, was fitted point-
by-point by using the exponential relation [Eq. (1)]:

Mðq; iÞ ¼ Meqðq; iÞ þ DMie
! si

tðHÞ ð1Þ

in which Meq is the value of magnetisation at equilibrium
(obtained for each q from the long-delay measurements), si

Figure 3. Hysteresis loops recorded at the first maximum of the rotation
on a single crystal at 2, 4 and 5 K. Hysteresis loops at other angular posi-
tions are presented in Figure S3 of the Supporting Information.

Figure 2. Angular dependence of the magnetic susceptibility at H=1 kOe
for the rotations (Rot2) at various temperatures.
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is the time elapsed between measurement i and the subse-
quent i+ 1 during which the system tends toward equilibri-
um (assuming that the time of the rotations between two
positions is negligible); DMi measures how far from equili-
brium the system is at every change of field and t(H) is the
relaxation time. A better agreement was obtained by assum-
ing that t(H) depends on the variation of the field according
to an increase or decrease through a linear relationship
composed of a magnetic-field-independent component (t0)
and by a term linearly dependent on the projection of H
along the easy axis according to Equation (2):

t ¼ t0 þ AH½cosðqÞ( ð2Þ

The difference between increasing and decreasing field sit-
uations is expressed through the A constant, which in the
best-fit simulation assumes two values: Ainc =0.210(5) sOe!1

and Adec = 0.140(5) s Oe!1, for increasing and decreasing
field projection, respectively, whereas t0 = 105(5) s. In Fig-
ure 4 a the red line represents the sum of the two out-of-
equilibrium contributions (solid cyan and green lines) ob-
tained with the best-fit parameters mentioned above. Posi-

tive A values reflect the slowing down of the magnetic relax-
ation when a weak magnetic field is applied due to suppres-
sion of the tunnel mechanism. Different values observed
upon decreasing or increasing the longitudinal component
of the magnetic field during the rotation is not unexpected,
since the initial magnetisation state of the material affects
also the tunnelling mechanism by modifying the local mag-
netic field.[19]

Measurements at T=3.5 K were also performed (Figur-
es S4 and S5 in the Supporting Information) but not at
lower temperatures because protracted times are needed to
reach equilibrium. Although the few points available do not
allow one to extract the temperature dependence of the re-
laxation parameters, our analysis allowed us to deconvolute
the contributions of each family of strongly anisotropic mol-
ecules from a quasi-isotropic behaviour of the crystal at
thermodynamic equilibrium (Figure 4 b). A reasonable simu-
lation of the out-of-equilibrium anisotropy can only be ach-
ieved if two almost orthogonal Ising-like contributions are
present, but it is not possible to associate unambiguously
each contribution to one particular family of symmetry-re-
lated molecules. Ab initio calculations were performed since
the molecular easy axis of magnetisation of the Cp*ErCOT
complex can therefore be either along each pseudosymme-
try axis or orthogonal to it.

Calculations on the basis of the relativistic self-consistent
field CASSCF-RASSI-SO/SINGLE_ANISO as implement-
ed in the MOLCAS code[20] have proven to be a reliable
tool for the description of magnetic anisotropy of lantha-
nide-based compounds.[15,17b, 21] The experimental structure
of the Cp*ErCOT determined at 120 K showed that the
COT ligand is disordered over two positions with equal pop-
ulations. Ab initio calculations (see the Supporting Informa-
tion for details and results) on the basis of these geometries
revealed that the ground Kramers doublet is expected to be
strongly axial, with transversal effective g factors gx, gy<
10!3, and gz approaching the value of 18 expected for the
ground doublet of a pure Ising J= 15/2 state with gJ = 6/5
(Table 1). Calculations also showed that the easy axis, which
corresponds to gz orientation, lies perpendicularly to the
average of the planes of the two rings of COT and Cp* li-
gands (Figure 4 c and Figure S6 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). The high degree of magnetic axiality of the ground
state of both conformers ensures their capability to block
the magnetisation.

Figure 4. a) Fit (red and pink lines) of the experimental angular depend-
ence of the magnetic susceptibility measured with short (*) and long (*)
time delays. The two deconvoluted contributions are shown in blue and
green as dashed and solid curves for equilibrium and out of equilibrium,
respectively. b) Polar plot of the two contributions (same colour code as
above) and of their sum (black line) superimposed over the crystal cell
content view along b and to the same quantities obtained from ab initio
calculations. c) View of the orientation of the calculated easy axis of mag-
netisation (red broken line).

Table 1. Principal values of the g tensors of the ground doublet (assum-
ing an effective spin of 1=2) and the energy gap between the ground and
the first excited doublets obtained from ab initio calculations.[a]

Experimental structure at 120 K DFT-optimised structure
1 2 1 2

gx 0.00062 0.00057 0.00000 0.00002
gy 0.00086 0.00085 0.00005 0.00002
gz 17.947 17.939 17.945 17.944
DE [cm!1] 84.8 115.9 134.9 135.2

[a] The experimental structures of the two conformers that differ in the
position of the COT ligand were used in the calculation as well as start-
ing points for a DFT optimisation of the geometry.
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In Figure 4 b the calculated angular plot of the depend-
ence of the susceptibility (averaged over the two conform-
ers), shown as the green and blue lines superimposed over
the corresponding molecules, is compared with the ones
used to reproduce the experimental susceptibility of the
crystal, represented by the shadowed angular plot on the
corner of the cell (see also Figures S7 and S8 in the Support-
ing Information). The excellent agreement confirms the reli-
ability of the extraction of the molecular anisotropy from
crystal data.

The calculated energy gaps with the first excited Kramers
doublet on the two conformers, 84.8 and 115.9 cm!1 (Table 1
and Table S1 in the Supporting Information), are lower than
the activation energies, 137 and 224 cm!1 extracted from al-
ternating current (ac) susceptibility data.[13a] Although the
capability of this theoretical approach to reproduce the ori-
entation of the anisotropy tensors is well documented, the
comparison between calculated energy levels and independ-
ent estimations of them, for example, through luminescence
spectra, are still scarce.

One reason for the observed discrepancy could be that
the experimental geometry used at 120 K might not repre-
sent the low-temperature geometry accurately enough. Opti-
misation of the geometry of the two conformers at the DFT
level without taking into account the intermolecular interac-
tions (see the Supporting Information) did in fact yield a
single structure. By using these optimised geometries the
anisotropies of the ground Kramers doublets—particularly
the directions of corresponding anisotropy axes—remain
practically unchanged with respect to previous calculations
(Tables S1 and S3 in the Supporting Information). However,
the first excitation energy is now obtained at 135 cm!1,
which closely matches the lower activation energy. We
expect that a more accurate geometry optimisation that
takes into account the intermolecular interaction will result
in distinct geometries for the two conformers and a closer
reproduction of the second activation energy.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we successfully determined the magnetic ani-
sotropy of the Cp*ErCOT SMM by performing measure-
ments on single-crystal samples, notwithstanding the two
molecular orientations in the crystal lattice. Angular-re-
solved magnetic measurements under in- and out-of-equili-
brium conditions allowed us to ascertain that the molecule
possesses an easy axis of magnetisation. The complex was
designed to optimise the energy barrier by creating axial
symmetry around the metal ion and the hypothesis of axial
magnetic anisotropy parallel to the molecular main direction
is here confirmed by means of experiments and ab initio cal-
culations.

The original experimental protocol described herein to
extract information on the magnetic anisotropy of SMMs,
even when more than one orientation is present in the crys-
tal lattice, is of great relevance to develop a rational design

of magnetic materials with increased anisotropy, as well as
to pick out the most promising molecules to design hybrid
nanostructures of interest in molecular spintronics.

Experimental Section

The compound was synthesised following the previously described
method with slight modifications.[13a,18, 22] Prismatic pink crystals suitable
for X-ray diffraction and for the single-crystal magnetic measurements
were obtained by crystallisation from toluene solution at !30 8C for sev-
eral days in a glovebox. Crystals glued onto a Teflon cube were indexed
by X-ray diffraction using an Oxford Diffraction Xcalibur3 diffractome-
ter and mounted on a horizontal rotating system from Quantum Design
for angular-dependent magnetometry studies. Magnetic measurements
were performed using a Quantum Design MPMS Squid magnetometer.
All calculations have been performed with the MOLCAS 7.8 program
package and were of the CASSCF/RASSI/SINGLE_ANISO type.
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